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this glitch occurs if the player closes the
trailer of the rtv that you chose and
creates a build. though it doesn't affect
the gameplay, it is still a glitch. if you
ever have the build ready, it can be
displayed in the collection menu. though
this glitch hasn't happened to anyone yet,
if the player will play, you have a chance
to see the glitch. and it's really a shame if
you're planning on completing the mode,
as the game glitched out a big part of the
map in the last level, which will not let
the player play the game normally. in
addition, the map glitched out more than
one mission in the mission mode. this
glitch was intentional, and may also be
found in some old versions of the game.
another glitch if the player watches the
rtv trailer more than once. when the build
finishes, the game would crash
immediately, forcing the player to restart
the build, but after the crash, if the player
watches the trailer again, the video will
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lose the ability to be paused, thus the
build can't be saved. this may also
happen for other videos besides rtvs, but
rtvs have the highest chance to trigger
this glitch due to their popularity. it's
recommended that the player stops
watching the video once it's done, as it's
the one that triggers this glitch. if the
player leaves the mission area and
cannot be found or they're permanently
stuck, they can reset to any mission by
entering the mission again. if they start
the mission again at a later point, it will
take longer for cj to arrive at the mission.
if the player turns on weapon forensics,
the player's camcorder will start to run
out of battery (even though it's set to
always on). if the player leaves the
mission area, the battery will eventually
completely run out. if the player kills the
camera, it will keep running indefinitely
(even if the player presses button to turn
the camcorder off). if the player turns the
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camcorder off, the player will be forced to
restart the mission, as the camcorder will
not be able to restart.
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a glitch can happen when the player is in
a car that is on high terrain and the

player attempts to jump on the highest
terrain. if the player jumps from the car to
high terrain and auto-jumps while on high
terrain, it may be possible to fall over the
edge of the actual terrain. this glitch can

be fixed by saving the game while the
player is on high terrain, by refreshing the

game from the top menu or as a last
resort, by resetting the game. note: this

glitch cannot be fixed by loading a
previous save. this glitch sometimes

causes vehicles with the 'new york' or 'los
angeles' license plates to drive over

pedestrians and other vehicles on the
edge of the sidewalk, causing the vehicle

to break apart. the vehicle does not
always go this far, as it may not reach the

maximum height or the vehicle may
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reach the maximum height and then
autorun off. a video explanation can be

found here. if the player starts the
mission tagging up turf with cj car 33, the

player will get a crash while driving on
highway 74, which is a patch of solid dirt
after the player enters the mission, but
the crash will not happen if the player

enters the mission with car 33. the
windows version of the game had a bug
in the level select menu, where the user

was able to make the game crash by
selecting an entry in the level select

menu. this can be solved by entering the
game with a user profile that has version
1.9.3 or later installed. the game will keep

the player's saved progress and try to
load every kind of saved format (including
the mission.bin files in the mission folder).

to avoid this, the
steam/steamapps/common/team fortress
2/data/install/x64/data/saved_progress

folder must be empty when installing the
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